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Aerial view of lava outflow in Tsavo West National Park.
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A security outpost built strategically close to

the Kenya-Tanzania border in Tsavo West

National Park is now operational, and so far

has proved to be key in enhancing law

enforcement efforts. Last April,heavy calibre

firearms were recovered with no casualties

suffered after a fierce exchange between

Park rangers and a three-man gang from

Tanzania. In Tsavo East, during the period

under review,one of the most wanted rhino

poachers was killed and automatic weapons

and ammunition recovered.

These and many more positive impacts

have been achieved in Tsavo owing to

support from IFAW, and the tireless efforts

of the Parks’ management and staff. Eleven

new Landcruisers were procured to help

rangers and other staff execute their work

more swiftly and effectively as they strive

to protect the harsh but extremely crucial

elephant habitat.

Our relationship for Tsavo began as far

back as 2000 albeit at a reduced level,

mainly on law enforcement activities such

as purchase of aviation fuel and spare 

parts for patrol vehicles, radios, helicopter

equipment, training of KWS pilots and

rangers. Given the need for daily aerial

patrols, IFAW had also donated a light

aircraft to KWS for Tsavo as well as other

protected areas.

Having built firm foundations in Meru

National Park from 2000 for five years and

based on lessons learnt and successes

achieved, IFAW is now partnering with the

Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) to enhance

Tsavo for a similar duration.With an area of

43,000 km2, Tsavo Conservation Area is

larger than Israel and the New Jersey State in

USA.Within this vast area lie three protected

areas – Tsavo East and West and the Chyulu

Hills National Parks.The close proximity of

Tsavo to the Somali border, where most

armed poachers originate from to kill

elephants and rhinos, makes it fraught with

enormous security challenges. In addition,

conflict with wildlife as a result of rising

human populations and changes in land-use

is rife and an emerging threat to the

community and biodiversity conservation.

By safeguarding Tsavo, IFAW is helping

secure Kenya’s largest single elephant

population. We are proud of the

achievements made thus far in Tsavo. This

would not have been possible without the

dedication of the Parks’ management. On

behalf of those working to make this project

a bigger success, I extend my appreciation

to the contributing benefactors without

whose steadfast support these positive gains

would be a pipe dream.

James Isiche

Regional Director – IFAW East Africa

Message from James
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Tsavo: Big Challenges, Positive Gains
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Tsavo’s rich history spans from the 19th

Century when the famous maneless man-

eating lions wreaked havoc on the hapless

railway construction workers.A tough and

ambitious project, the Kenya-Uganda

Railway, aptly named ‘Lunatic Line,’ was

built from the Port of Mombasa through

Tsavo to Uganda to ease transport for the

British Government. Thereafter, with the

outbreak of the World War I, Tsavo once

again was at the centre as a battleground

when Britain and Germany fought for

supremacy over East Africa.

Gazetted in 1948 and second in size to

Kruger Park, Tsavo was divided into East

and West for ease of administration in 1949.

Due to its sheer size,wilderness and host to

the largest single population of elephants

and free-ranging black rhino in Kenya,

Tsavo is hard to police and consequently is

a target for armed poachers. In the early

1980s, poachers from Somalia descended

on the hostile habitat, outgunned and even

killed the Park guardians, poaching an

average of 5,000 elephants annually for

their ivory. This devastated the elephant

populations from almost 40,000 in the

early the 70s to slightly above 5,000 at the

peak of the poaching wars in 1988. Rhinos

had a comparatively worse phase – about

99% of the population was wiped out

mainly for their horn whose demand rose

in Asia and the Middle East.

It took the intervention of the Kenya

Government to completely subdue the

poaching gangs by overhauling its Wildlife

Department and establishing KWS in its

place.Retrained and armed with appropriate

weaponry and vehicles to repulse the

enemy, KWS initiated a spirited war against

From a Bandit-Controlled Area, Heralds a Bright Future
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An aerial view of an elephant family gunned down by poachers for their ivory at the height of poaching.
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the bandits. At the same time, Kenya took a

lead to bring to the attention of the global

community the precarious situation that

these magnificent pachyderms faced,

leading to the international ban of ivory

and rhino horn trade in 1989.

With the rife poaching under control, KWS

was able to work on intensive recovery

programmes for elephants and rhino, as

well as concentrate on other areas that are

pertinent to conservation of biodiversity.

However, as in all protected areas, law

enforcement in Tsavo remains a critical cog

and the rangers cannot let their guard

down. But for a park to remain viable and

attract visitors and the much-required

revenue to keep it running, other critical

components - such as basic park

operations, an operational infrastructure, a

strong research programme, amenable

neighbouring communities,and an outreach

and awareness programme - need to be

addressed concurrently.

Under a special World Bank led project in

1992, Tsavo gained much needed vehicles,

earth-moving machines and equipment.

However, when the project was terminated,

there was no further significant funding

leading to the running down of vehicles

which needed constant and costly

maintenance, while roads and other

infrastructure crumbled. Emerging threats

such as rising human populations have led to

the conversion of the wildlife buffer zone

into farms, and thereby soaring wildlife 

crop raids, property destruction and

discontentment by the neighbouring

communities.These, together with escalating

bushmeat poaching and harvesting trees for

charcoal and sandalwood, needed to be

addressed adequately.
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In the late 1980s, poaching was so rife that Tsavo East and

several other protected areas like Meru were literally

controlled by bandits. Death was in the air, with elephants

and rhino enduring gruesome slaughter in the thousands

every year. The bandits brazenly ambushed rangers at will,

killing them in the tens. It was a rough war out there and

took KWS three years with reinforcement from special

military forces to gain control of Tsavo – Michael

Wamithi, former KWS Director and Elephant

Programme Director, IFAW

Rangers on routine patrol retrieve tusks in Tsavo.
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In 2004, an intensive consultative process

with Tsavo’s staff was undertaken to

identify key areas that would address the

short and long-term challenges that they

faced and the remedial measures needed.

This process, and the resultant report,

ensured that the staff would have a sense

of ownership for the upcoming project and

consequently, that would assist in a

successful implementation process.

Given the almost insurmountable

challenges that face this crucial wildlife

habitat, the needs pinpointed were

endless. Rangers needed to be equipped

with new vehicles and radios for

communication for security patrols, and

rapid deployment to human-wildlife

conflict-prone areas; they needed housing

and clean water supplies; roads needed to

be regularly graded without having the

machinery breaking down every other

month; Park gates needed to be built anew

or renovated; communities were up in

arms over the destruction of their crops

and property by elephants and other

wildlife, and needed assistance with ideas

on alternative livelihood approaches that

can work favourably with conservation;

researchers lacked basic equipment such

as GPS,computers,binoculars and vehicles;

school children neighbouring the Park

thirsty for information on conservation,but

with limited or no means to visit the 

area or lack of an adequately equipped

educational centre to share resource

materials to lessen their need for

information, ad infinitum.

Despite this seemingly infinite needs list,

IFAW went ahead to cement yet another

Identifying Thematic Areas, Cementing a Partnership 
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Dilapidated vehicles at Tsavo.



five-year partnership with KWS for a

commitment of US$ 1.25 million. Termed

as the Tsavo Conservation Area Project

(TCAP), IFAW and KWS aim to address the

critical challenges that have unrelentingly

continued to face this area: law

enforcement, basic park operations and

infrastructure, human-wildlife conflict,

research, community conservation and

conservation education.

A liaison office at the KWS HQ was also

created to solely coordinate the activities

and communication between the two

organisations for the success of the

project. In addition to this, the office in

conjunction with IFAW holds quarterly

meetings with the field staff in Tsavo to

discuss the Project’s implementation

progress, address challenges faced and

prepare annual working plans.

Overall, with the sights focused on the

thematic areas,Tsavo is bound to undergo

an enhancement operation whose gains,no

matter how small,would be felt by those in

need  - animals and people.

Joining hands,
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A rangers’ outpost in Tsavo. Housing remains a challenge. 
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Wherever elephants live and roam, two

problems exist: poaching for ivory and

human-elephant conflict. Historically,

poaching has been the main cause of

depletion of elephant populations in Africa

and Asia, and today remains a threat to the

remaining dwindling populations. Being a

keystone species, its influence to the

survival of other wildlife around them as

well as the proper functioning of the

ecosystem as a whole is critical. By

protecting elephants, we safeguard

biodiversity and various ecosystems. It is

therefore imperative to equip the

guardians with much-required vehicles 

for patrols and radios for communication

and other equipment.

Securing Tsavo

Rangers in action: IFAW supplied six new vehicles for security.
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Milestones: 
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To this end, in the period under review, six

new Landcruisers were procured for

security purposes. In addition, 75 radio

communications units and accessories were

purchased with IFAW’s support. The

vehicles and radios have greatly eased

transport and the rangers now cover a wider

area during patrols.Communication has also

been enhanced and field patrols are better

coordinated, not to mention the quick

response time to areas where elephants 

and rhinos are at threat from poaching.

A remote area close to the border of Tsavo

West National Park with Tanzania had

earlier been prone to ivory and bushmeat

poaching. Earmarked as a strategic location

for security operations and having few

rangers whose housing was basic, the

Kanjaro Base, complete with two storage

tanks for clean water, was constructed and

has reaped great rewards: several

interceptions of armed poachers from

across the border and recovery of firearms

have been made.

During regular anti-poaching operations in

Tsavo East National Park, one of the most

wanted rhino bandits was killed by the

rangers and his automatic weapon and

ammunition recovered. Earlier, using 

some of the new vehicles provided by

IFAW, the rangers had pursued bandits who

killed two rhinos in the Park and arrested

them, recovering the horns, firearms 

and ammunition.

In the three protected areas within Tsavo,

more than 400 arrests of bushmeat

poachers, charcoal burners, illegal miners

for gems and cattle grazers were made;

almost 200,000 head of cattle were driven

out to avoid conflict with wildlife as well as

protect the habitat from degradation, wire

snares in excess of 2,000 were removed

from the area and tonnes of illegally

harvested sandalwood impounded.

Active security patrols in Tsavo have also

led to improved Park visitors’ safety.

Former Kenya Vice President Hon. Moody Awori and IFAW President & CEO Fred O'Regan inspect
new radio communication equipment donated by IFAW for Tsavo.

Livestock incursions in Tsavo are a major challenge to park management and a health hazard for wildlife.
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Elephant calf in blissful mudbath in Tsavo.
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Majestic: With a growing population of over 11,000 elephants,Tsavo is on the mend.
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Rundown plant equipment was a common

sight in the workshops at Tsavo.Most of the

roads,besides the main ones maintained by

the government, were in dire need of

rehabilitation. For effective security patrols

and rapid response to distress calls from

community when raided by wildlife, roads

within the Park have to be regularly graded

and gravelled. Road drainages structures

also need to be maintained as they had

been neglected for many years.

A roads unit vehicle was procured to

improve the network within the Park and

adjacent access roads. In addition, as an

area prone to wild fires, firebreaks have

been graded for management purposes.

Housing conditions for Park staff has been

deplorable, with most of the houses which

were built in the 1960s and 70s in dire

need of roofing and ceiling replacement,

and a coat of paint. With the housing for

rangers at the Kanjaro base overhauled,

further construction and rehabilitation of

houses and gates in other areas in the Park

is planned for in the upcoming years.

An assortment of office equipment such as

computers, projector, printers and copiers

has been procured and this has enhanced

efficiency and administrative outputs.

Revamping Basic Park Operations & Infrastructure
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A grader on routine road maintenance in Tsavo. Good roads are a necessity
for law enforcement and other park operations.

Roads in Tsavo in dire need for grading.
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With the growing population of

communities neighbouring Tsavo and

increased pressure to farm in this marginal

area which served as foraging ground for

wildlife during the dry season, Tsavo’s

management has been facing serious

challenges in trying to mitigate conflict

with humans.

Furthermore,wildlife and humans compete

for the limited water resources, sometimes

leading to the loss of human life and

livestock, retaliation by the community

against the wildlife, and curtailing of

freedom of movement.

The Community Wildlife Service team now

has a new vehicle, another has been

rehabilitated, and this has facilitated the

resolution of conflicts in one of the areas

where incidences have been on the rise.A

sizeable water storage tank has also been

procured for one of the substations under

Tsavo for clean water provisions for the

rangers in the arid area.

With the means to rapidly deploy rangers

to areas of conflicts, there are plans to hold

community seminars to enlist their support

for conservation initiatives, increase their

awareness and encourage formation of

community-owned wildlife sanctuaries.

This will eventually reduce negative

attitudes towards wildlife.

Pragmatic Resolutions to Human-Wildlife Conflict
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A community park warden inspects a water tank under
construction at KWS Mutomo Station on the outskirts of Tsavo.
Water is a scarce resource in the region.

Donation of a vehicle by IFAW has tremendously improved human-wildlife conflict management
and community relations.
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In a bid to foster and sustain good 

relations between Tsavo management and

neighbouring communities, novel ways are

always being sought to minimise the

human-wildlife conflicts that are

symptomatic of many parts of Africa.

Moreso, innovative home-grown ideas are

constantly being applied to improve the

livelihoods of such communities.

Abutting Tsavo in the arid northern area,

Kasaala Primary School built in 1956 has

been in an appalling state and the

classrooms in need for renovation and

construction of an ablution block for girls.

Like other numerous schools dotting the

country, female pupils would always miss

school every month as they could not afford

sanitary towels owing to crippling poverty.

The physical infrastructure development is

now underway and is envisaged to be

finalised in the coming years.

Boosted by outreach programmes, such

community initiatives are bound to

support the communities who, in turn, will

support conservation in the long run.

Partnering with the Community for Conservation
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A worthy heritage: Kasaala children walking past the school gate.

Kasaala Primary School neighbouring Tsavo East National Park is undergoing
a facelift as part of the community conservation initiatives.

Motivated: Singing during school assembly.
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Equipping Researchers
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A spectacular expanse and biodiversity

gem, Tsavo Conservation Area

harbours some 60 mammal

species and more than 400

bird species. The flora is as

diverse owing to the

different habitat types from

forests in the buffer zone

to the wetlands forming

the numerous rivers, lakes

and springs to the open

plains, undulated hills and

semi-arid scrub.

Given such diversity and the need to

conserve it, research remains crucial in

the understanding of ecological, economic

and social processes that aid or threatens

the management efforts in the Area.

However,without the necessary equipment,

all is lost.

Through the TCAP, the researchers now

have a new vehicle to help in transport for

general research of species and habitat

surveys. The resulting data is critical for

management planning and interventions

such as ranger deployment and water, fire,

disease and human-wildlife conflict

management. The team now boasts of GPS

sets, binoculars, computers, a digital camera

and a printer to facilitate its work, including

post-monitoring of some 250 elephants

moved from Shimba Hills National Reserve,

another protected area in the Coastal

region of Kenya, to Tsavo to reduce conflict.

A power saw was also procured to remove

invasive plant species that have infested

part of the Park.Species survey and research is critical for effective
park management. 

A ranger monitoring elephants with some of
the research equipment donated by IFAW.
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Information panels such as this enhance value for park visitors including the younger generation.
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Global attention on Tsavo is often focused

on elephants, its rewarding tourism and an

infamous history of violence and ivory

poaching. But, Tsavo also abuts diverse

communities – pastoralists, farmers,hunters

and gatherers and urban dwellers. Without

exception, the livelihoods of these

communities is linked to Tsavo and its

resources such as water, pasture and 

forests. Further, Tsavo impacts on other

communities that are far field such as those

in the water catchment of Mt Kilimanjaro

and Chyulu Hills and the residents of the

coastal town of Mombasa who depend on

water harnessed from Mzima Springs.

The management of Tsavo understands

only too well that its programmes need

community support to succeed. Only the

local community can preserve the Parks’

water catchments and it is nearly

impossible to safeguard the integrity of the

protected area, minimise conflicts with

wildlife and enforce wildlife laws without

their active support.

The best way to harness their support and

participation is through public education

and awareness and especially for the

school children and the youth who stand

poised to hold leadership positions in the

community in future. By teaching them the

values of wildlife and exposing them to

ecologically sustainable methods of

resource use and alternatives, they are

empowered to make informed decisions.

To this end, a vehicle has now been

procured to facilitate transport for the

education staff and audio-visual equipement

while conducting outreach programmes in

neighbouring schools and communities.

In addition,10 information panels on Tsavo’s

history and its challenges were produced

and placed at strategic sites to enrich

visitor’s knowledge on the Park. These

panels have proved to be useful visual aids

for the Tsavo education staff when

conducting school tours. Investing in

children and the community will not only

secure the future of Tsavo and the wildlife in

it, but also of the surrounding environment.

Positive Outreach, Investing in Future Generations 
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Passing the mantle: An Education Warden gives conservation tips to school children on an educational tour of Tsavo.
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Finance - IFAW-TCAP EXPENDITURE REPORT 2005-2007
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Expenditure (US$)
Thematic Areas July05-June 06 July 06-June 07

Security 196,505.14

Park Management Operations & 35,861.72 85,053.09

Infrastructure Development
Community Conservation including - 6,927.81

Kasaala Primary School 986.11 79,199.25
Human-Wildlife Conflict Mitigation

Research 70,919.79 44,115.60

Education - 41,001.57

Tsavo Coordinating Office 9,832 10,697.06

GGrraanndd TToottaall 331144,,110055..1166 266,994.38

Tsavo Donors
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Park management costs are dependent on revenue from tourism and support from donors and stakeholders.
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Sunset in Tsavo.
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